Resource Management |
Best Practices
Your Guides:
Chris Phillips and Nipun Kalra

Objective
• The goal of identifying and implementing best practices is to have a successful
resource management implementation.
• What is the value proposition of resource management?
• What are the characteristics of successful resource management?
• What are the barriers to successful resource management?

Why Is Resource Management Important?
•
•
•
•

Reduces risk by enabling management to easily identify resourcing constraints.
Enables alignment of resources to the most high-priority investments.
Reduces the manual effort required to develop and maintain resource plans.
Improves the organization’s ability to be more proactive and efficient in
resourcing.
• Creates transparency of resource information.
• Provides consistent resource capacity vs. demand functionality and reporting at
the resource, investment, program and portfolio levels.

Let Rego be your guide.
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Some Rego Thoughts…
What is Success

Stumbling Blocks

• Reliable data
• Timely and Accurate data
• Fewer schedule delays waiting for
resources
• Proper prioritization and pacing of
new projects
• Identify and escalate resource risks
to delivery
• Reduce resource burnout, identify
training opportunities

• Difficulty updating allocations
• Finding the right level of
granularity
• Bi-Modal (not true agile)
• Reporting goldilocks – nothing just
right
• Effective communication between
Resource, RM, PM
• Complexity, inconsistent process
• Management support

Let Rego be your guide.

Format Of This Session
• In the next set of slides, Rego has compiled a set of best practice points related to
functionality.
• It may seem choppy, because it is.
• Each slide is a different best practice point, so there is not a “flow” between
slides in many cases.
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Some Rego Best Practices

Let Rego be your guide.
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The Basic Four A’s:
Term

Definition

Availability

The number of hours a resource is available to work on any given day. By default,
resources in Clarity are available 8 hours per day. (Available Hours – Base Calendar
Non-Work Days – Personal Calendar Non-Work Days)

Allocation

The hours, or % of time, a resource is designated to perform work on a specific
investment.

Assignment

The amount of work designated for a resource on a specific task. [A Project
Manager activity from a "separation of duties" perspective]

Actuals

Completed work (in hours) that the resource has entered to a specific task via
timesheets.

Let Rego be your guide.
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Resource Management Maturity In Clarity
Availability

Allocations

• Create Investments
• Close Inactive Investments
• Complete Resource Profile:
✓ Primary Role
✓ Availability
✓ Calendar
✓ Skills

• Allocate Roles to Investments to
highlight Unfilled Demand
• Replace Roles with named
Resources on Investments
• Allocate Resources to directly to
Investments
• Enter Allocations
• Approve Allocations

Actuals
• Track Actual Hours on Investments
• investment Management Items:
✓ Develop detailed task Work
Breakdown Structure (WBS)
✓ Enter Resource Task
Assignments with Estimate
to Complete (ETC)
✓ Schedule WBS to evaluate
and optimize the
investment schedule
✓ Re-schedule for accurate
forecast of remaining work
• Monitor / Update Allocations

Key Outputs to be Expected
How many resources do we have?
What are their skills ?
When are they available for work?

What investments are they allocated
to?
What percentage of time is spent on
each investment type?
Are my resources Over or Under
Allocated?

Let Rego be your guide.

What is the actual time spent on
each investment ?
What is the remaining amount of
ETC on an investment?

Implementation Best Practices – Start Simple
• You don’t need a high degree of precision to make effective resource
management decisions
• The more precision you attempt to get, the more time and effort will be required.
• There is a point of diminishing returns.

• If you’ve never done something like resource management which takes a bit of
coordination and consistency across many groups and functions, it would be best
to take a crawl, walk, run approach—start simple and then build it out further
only if it makes sense.
• Resource management is more about building effective processes; for example,
assume you are able to get the best data and most precise information from the
tool, what mechanisms, processes, roles and responsibilities are in place to act
on that information?
Copyright 2016 Rego Consulting
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Availability Best Practices
• When possible, use the Clarity Calendars
•
•
•
•

Automatic updating of resource availability
Removes all allocations for the specified periods
Can be used to drive communications within CA PPM to the Project and Resource Managers
Zero-capacity calendar can be used to ensure “management” resources don’t skew working
capacity counts.

• Add corporate holidays to the base calendar

• In multi-national organizations, it is best to use multiple calendars to represent various
holidays and work times (8hr day vs. 7hr day)

• Ensure capacity is aligned with Primary Role, Employment Type, and Resource
OBS. But keep those elements to a manageable set of values / complexity (e.g.,
no more than 25 roles, 4 levels in the OBS).
• Maintain Date of Hire and Date of Termination. For contractors, introduce a
Contract End Date as well.
Copyright 2016 Rego Consulting
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Allocation Best Practices
• Manage allocations by the month. Try to avoid setting default allocation or allocation
segments any less than 10%.
• Adjust expectations of accuracy and granularity based time horizon (e.g., 100%
allocated for next 4 weeks, +/- 10% for 4-8 weeks, +/- 20% for 8-12 weeks).

• Set filters to show where “issues” occur
- Typical variance of allocation is +/- 25%

• Use hours or % Availability as the Work Effort Unit of Measurement in organizations that
have multiple availabilities for resources
- FTE and Days use the Base Calendar default of 8 hrs to convert from hours

• Compare Allocation against the prior two months of Actuals.

• RM managers should schedule staffing meetings to review and update allocations with
staff.

Copyright 2016 Rego Consulting
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Assignment Best Practices
• Choose allocations or assignments – not both. If using ETC – then run job to sync
allocations to assignments. IF using ETC – remove allocations from views –
manage ETCs.
• Adhere to the “8-80” rule. Tasks and assignments should not be less than 8 hours
or more than 80.
• Add ETC to the project team detail view
- Allows the PM to see where ETC may be pilling up (slower burn on the tasks)
- Allows the PM to see where the allocation may be greater than ETC (faster burn on
tasks)

• When using ETC, be aware of start dates and tasks open for time. Delayed starts,
without an adjustment of Task Start Date will push ETC forward.
Copyright 2016 Rego Consulting
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Reporting Best Practices
• The OOTB views are enough to manage resources – MUX’s Staffing Grid, resource
workloads and weekly detail. However, often additional reporting can assist to
ensure the data is:
• Personalized for the user and use case
• Summarized to see issues immediately
• Drillable to allow quick view and update of issues

• Some sample views we have seen successful are:
• Project Manager and Resource Managers should compare Actuals (typically the last 4
weeks) against the Allocations to determine if future resource commitments should be
adjusted
• Rego Adoption Metrics for data compliance (RYG or # score on a resource to know if there is
an issue)
• Pie or bar chart showing where there is an issue with a drill to the data

• Define your own dashboard that reorganizes the OOTB Resource Planning
portlets based on the “day in a life” activities of a Resource Manager.
Copyright 2016 Rego Consulting
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Notification Best Practices
• Use notifications for specific actions needed, you do not want to over
communicate.
• Emails will provide direct links into Clarity for an action.
• Some popular notifications
• Allocations to individual resources – if this incorrect talk to a manager
• Exceptions (over/under allocation) to booking manager

• Schedule key reports (e.g., Over/Under Allocation by Resource) to be delivered via
email to RMs and division managers

Copyright 2016 Rego Consulting
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Data Maintenance Best Practices
• Ensure you have solid notifications and reporting – this will help take the “noise”
out of end user complaints. You have given them easy ways to see and links to
correct data.
• Some alternative ways to allow users to update data
• Bulk excel like update in Clarity’s MUX Staffing Grid
• Allocation spreading up front based on need by role

• Foster positive competition with a Compliance dashboard.

Copyright 2016 Rego Consulting
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Questions?

Let Rego be your guide.

Thank You For Attending regoUniversity
Instructions for PMI credits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Let us know how we can improve!
Don’t forget to fill out the class survey.

Access your account at pmi.org
Click on Certifications
Click on Maintain My Certification
Click on Visit CCR’s button under the Report PDU’s
Click on Report PDU’s
Click on Course or Training
Class Name = regoUniversity
Course Number = Session Number
Date Started = Today’s Date
Date Completed = Today’s Date
Hours Completed = 1 PDU per hour of class time
Training classes = Technical
Click on I agree and Submit

Phone
888.813.0444

Email
info@regouniversity.com

Website
www.regouniversity.com

Let Rego be your guide.
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